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Hello, my name is Abi and I’m running for Vice 
President Student Activities. 

I’m a friendly team player, that’s determined to 
make a change.

My main aim is to ensure that all of YOU as 
students have as many opportunities as possible 
to add to YOUR university experience, whether 
that’s in a sport, a society or a volunteering 
project, with 1534 active cards, 122 societies 
and 2600 students involved and over 27,000 
volunteering hours logged this year. I want to 
see a BIG increase in active students next year 
and will make this happen for YOU.

I have lead a student group for the last 2 years 
taking them in a forward direction, tripling 
participation and even winning some awards 
along the way, I will help YOU do the same with 
all YOUR groups too. Charity work and events 
are massively important to me and I have been 
doing them for 4 years now. My experience and 
networks around the city would really enhance 
big events and campaigns we already have and 
any new ones that YOUR societies want to do. 

I‘m aware that funding for clubs and societies 
has been a massive issue this year which I 
would address immediately to ensure all YOUR 
clubs and societies get fair and equal funding, 

and also help individual clubs with outside 
sponsorship bids, like I have done in the past 
with my team. 

Listening to your groups’ individual needs is 
something that I am VERY passionate about, 
every single one of YOU matter. YOU are what 
makes our Students’ Union so amazing, I want 
to be there helping YOU along with YOUR 
journey to even bigger successes.

I will make sure that YOUR union is run, by YOU 
and for YOU. 

This is YOUR time!

#TeamBATTS 
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